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Memory editing from science fiction to 
clinical practice
elizabeth A. Phelps1,2* & Stefan G. Hofmann3

Science fiction notions of altering problematic memories are starting to become reality as techniques emerge through 
which unique memories can be edited. Here we review memory-editing research with a focus on improving the treatment 
of psychopathology. Studies highlight two windows of memory vulnerability: initial storage, or consolidation; and re-
storage after retrieval, or reconsolidation. Techniques have been identified that can modify memories at each stage, but 
translating these methods from animal models to humans has been challenging and implementation into clinical therapies 
has produced inconsistent benefits. The science of memory editing is more complicated and nuanced than fiction, but 
its rapid development holds promise for future applications.

i f you could erase the memory of the worst day of 
your life, would you? How about your memory 
of a person who has caused you pain? The notion 

that this is possible was the premise of the critically 
acclaimed film Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, 
in which two lovers choose to erase their memories of a relationship that 
has gone bad, only to find that they are drawn to each other once again. 
In other science fiction films, memories are erased to hide government 
secrets (Men in Black) or implanted to provide virtual ‘vacations’ (Total 
Recall). The idea of selectively editing memories has also emerged in chil-
dren’s films (The Incredibles 2, Frozen). As these films illustrate, even when 
the intention of memory editing is to reduce pain or protect someone, 
there can be unexpected consequences. The memory-manipulating tech-
niques in these films rely on science fiction-based notions about how we 
can edit memories, with the implicit assumption that unique memories 
have identifiable signatures in the brain that can be targeted for implan-
tation or deletion.

Despite the prevalence of memory editing in science fiction, it has 
mostly been just that—fiction. Although the identification of synaptic 
changes that underlie the representation of simple associative memories 
in invertebrates demonstrated that it is possible to alter the neural instan-
tiation and behavioural expression of unique memories1, applying similar 
techniques to humans has proved elusive. This is in part because the neu-
ral representations of memories are far more complex in vertebrates, and 
also because methods that have been used to alter synaptic plasticity in 
animal models are not safe for use in humans. However, neuroscientists 
and psychologists have begun to investigate techniques that may over-
come these challenges. These new approaches are being used to address 
the prospect of purposefully editing human memories, with goals such 
as reducing the emotional consequences that stem from memories of 
traumatic events2, diminishing cravings that are induced by drug cues in 
addicts3 or enhancing education4.

This Review describes recent advances in memory editing and how 
they might translate to current clinical practice. For this reason, we focus 
on memories for events with an emotional meaning, as these are more 
likely to be clinically relevant. Because we are interested in the editing 
of unique memories, we do not discuss techniques that enhance or 
impair memory broadly. In addition, we primarily examine approaches 
that have been or can be used in humans. Although techniques such 

as optogenetics show considerable promise for the  
editing of emotional memories in animal models5,6, 
these approaches are too invasive for use in the clinic. 
So far, a range of techniques have been identified that 
can be used to edit unique human memories, but 

attempts to translate these to clinical therapies have produced incon-
sistent benefits. Translation from animal models to human memories 
has been challenging because interventions used in animals are often 
unsafe for people, and human memories are more complex. The science 
of memory editing is nuanced and complicated, and relatively little is 
known at present about how these techniques might most effectively be 
applied to clinical treatments. However, the rapid speed at which this 
science is advancing suggests the potential for promising applications of 
memory-editing techniques in the future7,8.

The science of memory editing
Challenges and windows of vulnerability
One challenge of applying memory-editing research to the clinic is that 
a memory for a single event can be expressed in several ways, each of 
which is linked to a distinct neural representation. The depiction of 
memory editing in science fiction mainly highlights efforts to alter 
the conscious recollection of life events, which is known as episodic 
memory. However, a traumatic event—a car accident, for example—
produces multiple forms of memory expression. The victim will prob-
ably consciously recollect details such as where and how the accident 
happened. In addition, exposure to an accident cue (such as seeing 
the street corner where it occurred) may evoke momentary freezing 
and physiological arousal, or learned defensive responses. The person 
may also habitually avoid that corner. Finally, reminders of the acci-
dent may evoke negative subjective feelings. Although these different 
forms of memory for the same event (that is, episodic details, defensive 
responses, habitual actions and subjective feelings) may interact, each 
involves a distinct neural system for storage and expression. For this 
reason, targeting one type of memory representation for editing may 
or may not alter other forms of memory for the same event. This spec-
ificity can have advantages and disadvantages. For example, it might be 
advantageous to retain accurate conscious memory for the details of an 
event, but edit the associated negative feelings or defensive responses. 
Conversely, it could be problematic to retain defensive responses,  
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habitual actions and negative feelings that are linked to a traumatic 
event that can only be consciously recalled to a limited extent. 
Researchers generally attempt to edit only one form of memory, so it is 
not always clear how other forms of memory for the same event may 
be affected. Most current research focuses on two types of representa-
tion: episodic memory (mediated by the hippocampus); and defensive 
responses (mediated by the amygdala). By contrast, most clinical inter-
ventions focus on reducing maladaptive habits and negative feelings 
that are associated with psychopathologies (see Box 1). In this Review, 
we will highlight which type of memory expression is targeted for each 
of the editing techniques discussed.

By definition, a technique that is used to edit a memory has to do so after 
the memory is initially formed, or encoded. Because of this, memory- 
editing techniques are generally thought to work either by modifying 
the initial storage of a memory (consolidation), or by modifying its 
re-storage after retrieval (reconsolidation) (Fig. 1). Initial consolidation 
can be prolonged, particularly for hippocampal-dependent episodic 
memories9, so it can be hard to tell whether a technique is targeting 
consolidation or reconsolidation—especially in humans, as markers 
of synaptic plasticity that signal memory storage cannot be assessed. 
Similarly, it can be difficult to differentiate the editing of a memory 
representation from the formation of a new memory that competes for 
expression with the older one.

Another challenge in targeting unique memories for editing is that, 
with rare exception, the neural signatures of even simple memories 
are complex and can be distributed throughout the brain, making it 
impractical to mechanically identify and target them for editing. To 
address this problem, researchers have relied on the finding that neural 
ensembles that represent unique memories are active at certain times 
and thus may be vulnerable to editing during these specific periods. 
One such time is during the initial consolidation of memories, which 
is a gradual process of transformation and stabilization that entails 
recurrent neuronal reactivations of the memory both while a person is 
awake and asleep. This process—and memory editing that is thought 
to target consolidation—has been studied most often in the context of 
hippocampal-mediated episodic memories9. A few editing techniques 
that are proposed to alter the consolidation of unique memories have 
shown evidence of success in humans.

Editing memory consolidation
In animal models, administering amnestic agents (typically inhibitors 
of protein synthesis) after learning can prevent the synaptic changes 
that are required for the consolidation of memories and induce the 
forgetting of recently encoded memories. These agents have no clini-
cal potential, as they non-specifically impair memory for all recently 
encoded events and are generally not safe for use in humans. More 
promisingly, endogenous neurohormonal changes also alter the con-
solidation of memories, particularly for emotional events. Research 
in this area10 shows that stress hormones evoked by emotional events 
enhance consolidation and thereby strengthen memories for these 
events. Drugs that are safe for human use can mimic (for example, 
adrenaline and glucocorticoids) or block (for example, propranolol) 
this effect of stress hormones. These drugs work through β-adrenergic 
receptors in the amygdala, which then modulates hippocampal consol-
idation. In humans, events that are emotionally arousing are associated 
with enhanced memory consolidation, relative to neutral events11, and 
inducing arousal after encoding can also improve memory for events 
that have an emotional meaning12. In addition, systemic administra-
tion of propranolol, a β-adrenergic antagonist, reduces the emotional 
strengthening of episodic memory13.

Manipulating stress reactions during consolidation has the potential 
to affect clinical outcomes in positive ways, but it may also have adverse 
effects. One potential negative clinical consequence is that immedi-
ate processing of the trauma memory might strengthen it. Studies 
examining the effect of psychological debriefing of acutely trauma-
tized individuals found that talking about the trauma experience soon 
afterwards can result in worse clinical outcomes weeks to years later,  

in comparison to traumatized individuals who did not undergo psycho-
logical debriefing14,15. Although it is unclear how psychological debrief-
ing exerts negative effects, it is hypothesized that debriefing induces a 
secondary traumatization, which may enhance the consolidation of the 
traumatic memory. Conversely, as propranolol is well-tolerated and 

Box 1  
The feelings of memories
Memories for traumatic events are clinically important in part 
because their recollection reinstates some of the negative feelings 
and reactions that are associated with the original event. Whether 
or not a memory is accurate in its episodic details is less important 
than the emotional effect that accompanies its recollection. 
However, few laboratory studies of memory editing have examined 
the feelings of memories (except for feelings of craving). Although 
researchers have used the recollection of memories to evoke 
subjective feelings in experimental manipulations that change 
moods85,86, reduce stress87 or bias decisions88, investigations of 
the mnemonic processes that underlie these subjective feelings are 
less common. So far, three lines of research have explored topics 
that are relevant for understanding the feelings of memories.

Studies of evaluative conditioning examine how subjective 
feelings or attitudes of liking and pleasantness are acquired through 
association. In a typical study, neutral stimuli (such as an office 
scene) are paired with emotional stimuli (such as an accident scene 
or a picture of a puppy). After pairing, participants are asked to 
rate their attitude towards the neutral stimuli. Relative to unpaired 
neutral stimuli, those paired with positive or negative stimuli 
are rated as more liked/pleasant or more disliked/unpleasant, 
respectively89. Notably, although learning through association 
with an emotional event also underlies Pavlovian aversive and 
appetitive conditioning, learned defensive and appetitive responses 
can be diminished through extinction techniques, but these are 
less effective for changing subjective evaluations90. By contrast, 
other manipulations may be more effective91 or equally effective92, 
suggesting that different factors may mediate the alteration of these 
different forms of expression of emotional, associative memories.

Studies of emotion regulation typically focus on cognitive 
strategies to alter feelings about current events, but a few studies 
have explored how techniques of regulation can change the feelings 
of memories93. For example, patients with major depressive 
disorder show an increase in negative feelings (relative to healthy 
controls) when recalling negative autobiographical events, but 
these patients are equally effective as control participants at using 
a strategy of cognitive regulation to diminish the negative feelings. 
Furthermore, patients and healthy participants engage overlapping 
brain circuits that are involved with the regulation of emotions94. 
This research suggests that it is possible to use standard techniques 
of emotion regulation to specifically target the feelings of memory.

One outstanding question is whether the feelings of memories 
accurately reflect the emotional experience of the original event. 
To our knowledge, there is no research on this topic, but a study of 
memory for the terrorist attack of 11 September 2001 examined 
the consistency of memory details over time, including how the 
participant felt at the time of the attack95. In line with previous 
studies of flashbulb memories, about 40% of the episodic details 
(for example, responses to the question ‘How did you hear about 
the attack?’) changed over time, despite high confidence that 
the memory was accurate. Of note, consistency in memory for 
emotional reactions was worse than for episodic details, with 
60% of responses changing over time. Although the reasons for 
poorer memory for feelings are unclear, the shifting nature of these 
memories suggests they might be easier to modify than other 
aspects of memory expression.
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readily available, researchers investigated whether acute administration 
of propranolol after a traumatic event could diminish the consolidation 
of the memory and the likelihood of developing post-traumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD). Although this treatment reduced some indications 
of physiological arousal when study participants later consciously rec-
ollected the traumatic event, there was no effect on the likelihood of 
developing symptoms of PTSD16.

Slightly more success was obtained in studies that examined whether 
glucocorticoids could be used to augment exposure therapy as a treat-
ment for phobia17 and PTSD18. Exposure therapy is based on the princi-
ples of extinction learning, in which repeated exposure to a threatening 
stimulus (or memory) with no aversive consequences results in the 
subject learning that this stimulus is now safe. Notably, extinction 
learning does not alter the strength of the original threat or trauma 
memory, but rather results in the formation of a new ‘safe’ memory 
that competes for expression with the threat memory19. Successful 
expression of extinction learning requires prefrontal inhibition of the 
amygdala to reduce the expression of the threat memory20. Because 
threat learning is generally strong and extinction learning is weaker, the 
threat memory can return even when extinction is initially successful, 
which may partially explain the relapse of clinical symptoms following 
exposure therapy21. In an effort to strengthen the consolidation of a safe 
memory, glucocorticoids were administered before exposure therapy. 
Clinical symptoms were reduced, relative to a placebo control group, 
up to six weeks later. However, glucocorticoids both impair retrieval 
of emotional memories and enhance consolidation of new learning, so 
it is unclear to what extent each mechanism accounts for the results. 
Administration of glucocorticoids after exposure therapy for PTSD, to 
target consolidation, produced a short-term benefit22.

Another way to enhance the initial consolidation of unique epi-
sodic memories is to influence their reactivation by external cues. 
Consolidation is thought to entail recurrent reactivations of the neu-
ronal ensemble that represents the memory. These reactivations gen-
erally occur outside of consciousness and are proposed to be important 
in the stabilization and integration of memories9. Targeted memory 
reactivation (TMR) alters the reactivation of memories to influence the 
strength of consolidation. Evidence in humans shows that presenting 
cues linked to a previously encoded event during periods of sleep or 
awake rest produces blood oxygenation level-dependent patterns of 
activity in the hippocampus that are consistent with the reactivation of 
neuronal memory, and also strengthens later episodic memory for these 
events23–25. Most studies of TMR assess memories for neutral events, 
but the effect of TMR during sleep may be stronger for emotional, 
arousing stimuli26.

A few studies have examined how TMR affects amygdala-mediated 
learned defensive responses in humans. These studies used a Pavlovian 
aversive conditioning procedure in which odours are paired with 
shock and as a result of this pairing elicit a defensive response. The 
odours are then presented again during sleep. In contrast to episodic  
memories—which are strengthened by TMR—presentation of these 
odours during sleep diminishes learned defensive responses27,28,  
possibly by promoting extinction learning. Given this, it is unclear 
whether TMR during sleep edits the original threat memory or  
produces a competing, safe memory.

Although TMR is typically used to strengthen episodic memory, a 
recent study demonstrated that it is also possible to use TMR to impair 
episodic memory by cueing study participants during sleep with a tone 
linked to an intention to forget29. This study combined TMR with 
another class of memory-editing techniques often called motivated or 
directed forgetting, which we will broadly term ‘memory control’. Such 
techniques use the intention to forget some events, or suppress their 
retrieval, to diminish later episodic memory. For example, in retrieval 
suppression, participants learn cue–target pairs and are then given the 
cues again with instructions to either retrieve or suppress retrieval of 
the target memory. In a subsequent test, episodic memory is worse 
for suppressed targets than for baseline targets. The amount of forget-
ting increases with the number of times a memory was suppressed, 
indicating that unwanted memories are cumulatively inhibited or 
forgotten over repeated suppressions30. Individual variability on this 
task is related to affective traits; poor performance is linked to PTSD, 
higher trait anxiety, more rumination and greater memory intrusions 
after viewing a disturbing film clip30. In addition, healthy individuals 
with a history of trauma are more successful in retrieval-suppression 
tasks than those with little or no trauma exposure—perhaps because 
the individuals who were exposed to trauma had developed skills in 
memory suppression31.

Neuroimaging studies of memory control show that these techniques 
engage prefrontal brain circuits that are typical of effortful control, 
which might underlie inhibition or suppression30. These studies also 
show reduced blood oxygenation level-dependent activity in the hip-
pocampus and changes in a hippocampal marker of the neurotrans-
mitter GABA (γ-aminobutyric acid), which indicates GABAergic 
inhibition of hippocampal retrieval processes32. These findings are con-
sistent with inhibition of hippocampal consolidation, which may pro-
mote forgetting and editing of memory strength. Current approaches 
in humans cannot fully discern whether techniques of memory control 
promote forgetting or the repression of conscious memory expression 
without editing. Supporting the view that the memory is edited, how-
ever, non-conscious access to it is also impaired after memory control33.

A final technique to modulate episodic memory consolidation is 
behavioural tagging, which is based on the premise of synaptic tag-
and-capture models in which memories that are initially weak are 
strengthened by the engagement of common neural pathways minutes 
to hours later34. In humans, if after a stimulus is encoded, conceptually 
related stimuli are subsequently made relevant by pairing with shock35 
or monetary reward36, later memory for the initially encoded stimulus 
is enhanced relative to conceptually unrelated stimuli that were learned 
at the same time. So far, evidence for behavioural tagging is sparse in 
humans, and research on its neurobiological underpinnings is limited 
to animal models34,37.

The memory-editing techniques that alter consolidation show that 
there are many potential ways to enhance the strength of a unique 
memory and a few ways to weaken it. One limitation of these tech-
niques for clinical use is that consolidation is time-restricted to soon 
after initial learning9. Precisely how long episodic memory con-
solidation continues in humans is unclear, but the time window for 
successful application of some approaches (neurohormonal arousal, 
behavioural tagging) is limited to minutes to hours after encoding. 
Other approaches (TMR, memory control) may have a slightly longer 
time window, but have not been tested beyond a few days. However, 
people do not usually seek help until long after a distressing event 
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Fig. 1 | Windows of memory vulnerability. There are two time 
windows when memory may be labile and vulnerable to editing: initial 
consolidation (red); and reconsolidation following reactivation (orange). 
Memory consolidation can be a relatively long process, but most memory-
editing techniques target memories minutes to a day after their initial 
encoding. Techniques targeting memory reconsolidation are generally 
effective for minutes up to a few hours after memory reactivation.
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occurred. At this time, memories for the clinically relevant event are 
presumed to be fully consolidated, so editing the memory by targeting 
consolidation would have little success.

For this reason, investigators are increasingly looking at techniques to 
edit memory reconsolidation. In reconsolidation, a previously consoli-
dated memory becomes labile and prone to disruption or modification 
following reactivation or retrieval. Like consolidation, reconsolidation 
requires synaptic plasticity for the re-storage of the memory. Despite 
some differences in the timing and neuronal mechanisms that underlie 
initial consolidation and reconsolidation, as well as cases in which they 
cannot be clearly distinguished38, the idea that memories can—long 
after initial encoding—be edited through reactivation holds promise 
for clinical interventions that may not be available until months or even 
years after an important or traumatic event.

Editing memory reconsolidation
Studies of reconsolidation date back half a century39, but interest in 
this topic was reinvigorated when an experiment showed that learned 
defensive responses in rodents could be eliminated by targeting recon-
solidation40. Using a Pavlovian aversive conditioning procedure, the 
researchers first created a threat memory in which a tone predicted 
a shock; subsequently the tone alone elicited a learned defensive 
response. After the threat memory had been consolidated, they reac-
tivated it by playing the tone to trigger reconsolidation. A subsequent 
injection of an inhibitor of protein synthesis into the amygdala—the 
site of storage for these simple threat memories—blocked the synaptic 
plasticity necessary for the reconsolidation of this memory. A day later, 
when the tone was played again, the rats who had received the injection 
failed to show the learned defensive response, consistent with memory 
impairment or erasure.

The idea that one could essentially erase previously consolidated 
threat memories—at least as expressed through defensive responses—
was of great interest to researchers and clinicians. Yet they struggled 
to find ways to translate these findings, because the amnestic agents 
that are typically used in animal studies are not safe for use in humans. 
After a follow-up study found that propranolol may also be effective at 
blocking the reconsolidation of threat memories in rodents41, several 
laboratories attempted to use propranolol to block the reconsolida-
tion of learned defensive responses in humans, with mixed success42. 
When propranolol did eliminate expression of the threat memory, only 
some types of learned defensive responses were affected, and others did 
not change43. Researchers then attempted to diminish PTSD by influ-
encing memory reconsolidation, but propranolol administered after 
the reactivation of a traumatic memory had no effect on PTSD symp-
toms2. Mifepristone, a glucocorticoid antagonist, was also ineffective2. 
Giving propranolol after the presentation of a feared stimulus reduced 
symptoms of phobia44, but it is not clear whether this was because a 
unique threat memory was targeted or a generalized fear reaction was 
affected45. When administered before memory reactivation, propran-
olol diminished PTSD symptoms more effectively, but these results 
could also be caused by altering memory retrieval or facilitating new 
learning46.

Inspired by work in animals on editing the reconsolidation of threat 
memories, researchers investigated whether similar approaches could 
be applied to appetitive, drug-associated memories. Appetitive learning 
procedures in rodents assess the learned association between a cue 
and a drug by examining measures such as preference for the location 
where the drug was administered and self-administration of the drug 
in the presence of the cue. Administering inhibitors of protein synthesis 
during reconsolidation impairs a range of appetitive behaviours47,48, 
consistent with the blocking of reconsolidation of the drug–cue mem-
ory. The efficacy of propranolol was also assessed in animal models, 
but it was found to reduce some measures of the appetitive memory 
and not others48,49. A few researchers have given propranolol to addicts 
following reactivation of the drug–cue memory and found that subjects 
reported reduced cravings initially; however, the effect was short-lived, 
and drug use did not decrease8,42,50.

Although studies of aversive learning provide a framework for trans-
lating reconsolidation research from rodents to humans, these studies 
find that even when human defensive responses are diminished, epi-
sodic memory remains intact51. In rodents, blocking reconsolidation 
with amnestic agents disrupts hippocampal-mediated memories52, but 
these paradigms are difficult to translate to humans. The few studies 
that have explored the possible influence of pharmacological interven-
tions on hippocampal-mediated episodic memory in humans examined 
whether endogenous stress hormones can modulate reconsolidation in 
a similar manner to consolidation10. Post-reactivation stress enhanced 
later episodic memory53, suggesting that endogenous stress hormones 
may also modulate reconsolidation. In addition, propranolol, admin-
istered with memory reactivation, subsequently reduced the typical 
enhancement of memory for emotional stimuli. However, because pro-
pranolol was given before memory retrieval, this reduction might be 
due to retrieval impairment or new learning, rather than modulation of 
reconsolidation42. The only study, to our knowledge, that has demon-
strated a physiological blockade of episodic memory reconsolidation in 
humans took advantage of the amnestic properties of electroconvulsive 
shock therapy54, which is known to also disrupt consolidation55.

Research in animal models has shown that blocking reconsolida-
tion pharmacologically results in memory impairments that resem-
ble the erasing of memories, which has led to excitement about the 
potential applications of these findings to humans. However, efforts 
to translate the results of animal experiments to healthy humans and 
the treatment of clinical disorders have been mixed. This difficulty in 
translation reflects several factors51, most notably that animal stud-
ies typically infuse inhibitors of protein synthesis into discrete neural 
regions. Systemic administration of safe dosages of alternative drugs 
in humans has not produced the same effects. The challenge of trans-
lating these pharmacological studies in animal models to humans has 
prompted investigators to consider alternative ways to influence mem-
ory reconsolidation.

Reconsolidation is proposed to have two adaptive functions: 
strengthening and updating52. The additional (re)consolidation that a 
reactivated memory undergoes is thought to strengthen the memory. 
In addition, if a memory is reactivated in a context in which there is 
new information available that is relevant to the meaning or purpose of 
that memory, the reconsolidation process incorporates that new infor-
mation into the old memory. The notion that memories are dynamic 
and can change over time has been documented by psychologists for 
decades56. Reconsolidation provides a mechanism that may facilitate 
the dynamic nature of memory by allowing it to be updated with new 
information that is available at the time of retrieval.

Taking advantage of this updating function, one study57 examined 
whether Pavlovian threat memories in rodents could be permanently 
altered by means of a behavioural intervention to insert new, safe 
information in place of the threat memory during reconsolidation. To 
do so, the researchers reactivated a tone-shock threat memory after 
consolidation by playing the tone. During the time window of recon-
solidation, the rodents received extinction training in which the tone 
was presented alone. As mentioned above, extinction training is typi-
cally thought to produce a new, safe memory that competes for expres-
sion with the older threat memory—as shown by the later return of 
learned defensive responses and prefrontal inhibition of the amygdala 
to block the expression of the threat memory20. When the research-
ers first reactivated the threat memory to induce reconsolidation, and 
then gave extinction training, the defensive responses of the rodents 
did not return, suggesting that the threat memory had been modified. 
Furthermore, memory reactivation before the start of extinction train-
ing triggered synaptic plasticity in the amygdala, which is consistent 
with a reconsolidation mechanism. Notably, not every retrieval of a 
threat memory resulted in indications of synaptic plasticity and mem-
ory lability; instead, this depended on the timing between reactivation 
and the first extinction trial57. Because memory lability is critical for 
the success of interventions that target reconsolidation, subsequent 
research has attempted to determine when memory reactivation results 
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in lability and reconsolidation, and when it does not. It has been sug-
gested that memory reactivations that produce prediction errors58 (in 
which a prior expectation is violated), and the cause to which the mem-
ory reactivation is attributed59, have a role in determining whether or 
not the memory is labile and susceptible to modification by influencing 
reconsolidation.

The finding that reconsolidation of threat memories could be altered 
without drugs was quickly translated to humans. Extinction training 
during reconsolidation prevented the return of defensive responses for 
at least a year—consistent with a permanent alteration of the threat 
memory60. Neuroimaging studies of the retrieval–extinction paradigm 
showed less involvement of the prefrontal cortex relative to typical 
extinction61, in accordance with the hypothesis that the amygdala- 
dependent threat memory was edited and prefrontal inhibition was 
therefore unnecessary. On the basis of the initial behavioural studies in 
humans, several research teams attempted to modify standard exposure 
therapy for phobia by reactivating the exposure cue before the treat-
ment session. Results were mixed62, but one study showed improved 
outcomes a month later63. For PTSD and intrusive trauma memories, 
reactivation of the target memory before interfering memory manip-
ulations or distracting games shows some efficacy64–66, but it is unclear 
whether reconsolidation is the mechanism8.

The success of the retrieval–extinction paradigm in editing threat 
memories prompted investigations into whether it could be applied to 
appetitive, drug-associated memories. Like threat memories, learned 
physiological and behavioural responses to drug cues extinguish if the 
cue is repeatedly presented without drug reinforcement. However, these 
responses are prone to relapse, suggesting that the memory of the drug–
cue association is inhibited but not edited by standard extinction train-
ing. By contrast, when extinction training was preceded by reactivation 
of the drug–cue memory, rodents showed little evidence of relapse for 
many drug-seeking behaviours3,67,68; relapse of drug self-administration  
was also diminished in comparison with standard extinction, but not 
eliminated3. In human heroin and nicotine addicts, self-reported craving  
was reduced for up to 180 days following the retrieval–extinction  
procedure3,69, but although the nicotine addicts smoked fewer  
cigarettes one month later, their likelihood of relapse did not change69.

Although these simple appetitive and aversive learning studies sug-
gest that the original memory has essentially been replaced, traces of it 
can be observed, which is consistent with updating and integration of 
old and new memories. For example, in a study of Pavlovian aversive 
learning using the retrieval–extinction procedure, whereas freezing was 
persistently reduced, rodents continued to suppress reward-seeking 
behaviours in the presence of the aversive cue—indicating that some 
aspects of the threat memory were preserved70. As memories become 
more distributed or complex, or are assessed with more diverse meas-
ures, the effects of interfering with reconsolidation may increasingly 
look more like updating than substitution of memory51. In humans, 
introducing new information after reactivating an older episodic 
memory typically leads to integration of this information into the old 
memory, such that its retrieval now includes some of the new infor-
mation71. Often, retrieval of the older memory content is unimpaired 
despite the intrusion of new learning—although the stronger the new 
memory, the more likely impairment in retrieving information from 
the original memory becomes72. Original memories that are older and 
more narrative (for example, a story as opposed to a list of words) show 
a stronger influence of new information presented after reactivation on 
the quality and content of memory for the original event73. Distortions 
and modifications of episodic memory have been documented previ-
ously56, but an emerging mechanistic understanding of the processes 
that lead to these changes allows researchers to take advantage of the 
natural malleability of memory to edit unique memories.

Research on reconsolidation demonstrates that memories can be 
edited long after a memory is initially learned. Although targeting 
human reconsolidation appears to modify but not erase memories, 
this is the closest researchers have come to the kind of memory editing 
that we see in films. However, it has been two decades since interest in 

reconsolidation was first reinvigorated40, and no clear improvements 
in clinical treatment have yet been achieved. What these two decades 
have shown is that reconsolidation is nuanced, particularly in humans. 
Progress in the field has been complicated by failures to replicate exper-
iments, different results with small procedural changes, and inconsist-
encies depending on how memory is assessed48,51,74–76. In response, 
researchers have investigated the boundary conditions for targeting 
reconsolidation, attempting to determine when memory retrieval leads 
to lability (and when it does not), how the age, strength and complexity 
of a memory influence its susceptibility to editing and how the inter-
action of different types of memory expression may affect the success 
of memory editing51,76–78. In addition, without markers of memory 
lability or synaptic plasticity in humans, it is hard to know whether a 
memory can be, or has been, successfully edited, or if its expression has 
instead been temporarily altered by inhibition or new learning. Until 
some of these issues are addressed, it may be challenging to effectively 
apply techniques that target reconsolidation to clinical interventions8.

Integrating memory editing and clinical therapies
Many psychiatric disorders are associated with maladaptive memo-
ries and/or memory processes. Clinical approaches to treatment often 
therefore aim to change memory in one form or another (see Box 2). 
However, only a few clinical strategies focus on targeting memory for a 
single, circumscribed emotional event. Given that most laboratory edit-
ing techniques have assessed unique memories, these strategies might 

Box 2  
Memory in the clinic
Most clinical approaches to the treatment of psychiatric disorders 
deal with memory, especially emotional memory. Psychoanalysis, 
the traditional form of psychodynamic treatment, assumes that 
almost everything we learn is permanently stored in the mind as 
highly preserved, detailed and almost complete records of our 
past, but that some details may not be accessible all the time96. 
This memory-permanence hypothesis is also known as the 
‘videorecorder model’97. Through hypnosis and other strategies 
such as dream analysis and free association, Sigmund Freud 
believed that he would be able to reactivate and access the 
hidden memories in his patients, and thereby ‘work through’ the 
associated conflicts.

Other psychotherapies, such as cognitive behavioural therapies 
(popularized by Aaron T. Beck98), similarly acknowledge the 
importance of emotional events in a person’s past and relate them 
to the psychological distress that the person is experiencing in 
the present. The goal of these treatments is to identify and correct 
maladaptive thinking styles that originate from negative experiences 
that form emotional memories. For example, memories of being 
rejected or abandoned by key people might lead to the negative 
cognitive schema of ‘I am unlovable’. This schema, in turn, might 
give rise to automatic thoughts in a specific situation that are 
associated with emotional distress, defensive behaviours and/or 
maladaptive habitual actions, thus maintaining the psychological 
problems that the person experiences. Psychotherapeutic strategies 
such as these primarily rely on verbal linguistic techniques to 
discuss and re-evaluate emotional memories.

Contemporary treatments involve exposing patients to emotional 
memories, either in vivo, using imagery techniques or in a virtual 
environment. More recent cognitively oriented treatments of 
trauma include encouraging the development of skills to identify 
and challenge distorted beliefs that are assumed to maintain the 
emotional distress associated with the memory. These treatments 
focus on specific aspects of the memory—the so-called ‘stuck 
points’—that are experienced as especially traumatic, often because 
of issues related to lack of safety, control, trust, intimacy or power99.
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be the best starting point for introducing memory-editing techniques 
to the clinic.

As discussed above, this approach has already been attempted with 
exposure therapy. The aim of all exposure-therapy techniques is to 
reduce the emotional distress associated with a trauma memory by 
repeatedly experiencing and thereby emotionally processing the trau-
matic memory through exposures. Much like extinction training, 
repeated exposures are assumed to promote new safety learning that 
inhibits the original trauma memory, rather than editing it79.

For example, in prolonged exposure therapy, the patient is repeatedly 
confronted with the trauma memory, usually daily or several times per 
week, for an extended period of time (often 30 minutes or longer)80. 
Prolonged exposure is based on the notion that the memory is part 
of a pathological fear structure that maintains the emotional distress 
associated with the trauma. To reduce pathological fear, the emotional 
processing theory81 suggests that the fear structure must first be acti-
vated, and corrective information that is incompatible with the patho-
logical elements of the memory structure must then be incorporated. 
Therefore, cognitive changes are considered necessary for prolonged 
exposure therapy to be effective.

Because of the overlap between laboratory extinction paradigms 
and exposure therapies, integrating editing techniques into this type 

of clinical therapy is relatively straightforward. So far, this approach has 
shown little to modest success in preclinical studies82. Optimizing the 
integration of memory editing into exposure therapy will require the 
identification of methods to overcome the boundaries of reconsolida-
tion8, as well as an understanding of how targeting reconsolidation of 
one memory type (such as defensive responses) alters other means of 
memory expression (such as negative subjective feelings and episodic 
memory).

Imagery rescripting is another therapeutic strategy that targets 
unique emotional memories83. In imagery rescripting, patients are 
asked to vividly imagine a traumatic event, but then to change the out-
come or details of the event to make it non-traumatic and desirable. 
For example, a woman who had been raped might imagine that she 
develops supernatural powers and throws the rapist out of the win-
dow; or she might imagine that a police officer enters the room to 
arrest the rapist before the rape occurs. This rescripted scenario is not 
usually based on reality, or even realistic. Rather, it is an alternative and 
desirable story that shares many of the features of the original trauma 
memory. The mechanism of imagery rescripting is not well under-
stood83. However, given that it involves unique memory alterations, this 
approach could potentially be enhanced by integrating memory-editing 
techniques.

Emotional episodic
memory

Impair/enhance
memory

Emotional episodic
memory

Impair/enhance
memory

Episodic memory Enhance memory

Targeted memory
reactivation

Episodic memory Impair memory

Memory
control

Episodic memory Enhance memory

Behavioural
tagging

Threat memory Impair memory Impair memoryAppetitive memory

Stress
hormones

Episodic memory Integrate/impair
memory

Threat memory Impair memory Impair memoryAppetitive memory

Pharmacological
blockade

Pharmacological
blockade

Updating
threat memory

Updating
appetitive memory

Updating
episodic memory

Stress
hormones

a   Editing consolidation

b   Editing reconsolidation

Fig. 2 | Memory-editing techniques. a, Four primary techniques have 
been investigated to edit the consolidation of memories in humans. 
Research using these techniques has primarily focused on editing episodic 
memory. Manipulations of stress hormones both impair emotional 
memories and enhance neutral memories; targeted memory reactivation 
and behavioural tagging enhance memory; and memory control impairs 
memory. b, Pharmacological and behavioural interventions have been 

used to edit the reconsolidation of memories. Pharmacological blockade 
and updating the reconsolidation of threat and appetitive memories 
diminish learned defensive responses and appetitive behaviours, 
respectively. Similar to consolidation, stress hormones that target 
reconsolidation can both enhance neutral memories and impair emotional 
memories. Updating episodic memory reconsolidation can both modify 
memory content and impair memory.
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The status and future of memory editing in the clinic
The idea that human memories can be selectively targeted for editing is 
no longer just science fiction. However, in this case, truth (or research) 
is stranger, more complicated and more nuanced than fiction. Unlike in 
films, current memory-editing techniques appear to modify aspects of 
memories, rather than erase them. These modifications may be subtle 
at times, but could still be of clinical consequence. Relatively little is 
known as yet about how any of the techniques outlined in this Review 
might most effectively be applied to clinical treatments. Innovative 
approaches to identifying synaptic plasticity and memory lability in 
humans, or translating interventions that are now limited to animal 
models to humans, will strengthen our ability to take advantage of 
memory editing. Equally important will be a more detailed understand-
ing of how memory influences psychopathology84. Without a clear pic-
ture of the effect of memory on psychiatric disorders, we will not know 
when to use innovations in editing to improve treatment outcomes.

Although current efforts to incorporate memory editing into clini-
cal interventions have yielded inconsistent benefits, there is reason for 
optimism. There are a number of memory-editing techniques that are 
effective in laboratory paradigms (Fig. 2), and many approaches have 
yet to be investigated in the clinic. Advances in human brain science 
will provide new insights into exactly how editing changes memory and 
what can be done to increase its effectiveness. The science of memory 
editing is rapidly progressing and new insights are emerging regularly. 
Given this, it is probable that robust, easily implemented techniques to 
edit unique human memories in the clinic and beyond will be devel-
oped. However, just like in the movies, we may find that if we succeed 
in easily editing human memories, there could be unexpected conse-
quences for how we think about memory and its role in defining who 
we are.
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